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Conrad’s four goal blast sinks Manor 
Substitute Conrad Churchill scored all four goals in East Christchurch Athletic’s 4-2 midweek 

win over Bournemouth Manor a week ago at Grange Road in DIVISION ONE.    Manor 

fielded a number of their Reserve Team players who’d won the Division Five title undefeated 

and this contributed to a very entertaining game of excellent quality. Manor netted through 

Wes Hayward and the impressive Sami Makhloufi but Conrad Churchill came off the bench 

to steal the show with some excellent finishing.  

Ethan Fishlock’s last kick of the 

match equaliser earned East 

Christchurch Athletic a 2-2 draw with 

undefeated League champions FC 

Hajduk on Sunday morning at Grange 

Road.   Hajduk had led with a first 

half goal from Will Hodge but 

Athletic levelled after the break 

courtesy of a Brad Penhallow 

penalty. Substitute Mac Raney soon 

restored Hajduk’s lead and it looked 

to have secured all three points until 

Ethan Fishlock’s last gasp equaliser. 

Meanwhile Athletic’s neighbours East Christchurch SSC were giving West Howe a 9-1 

larruping.   Jamie Trimble gave SSC a 14th minute lead but three goals in the last two minutes 

of the first half courtesy of Gavin Haynes, Callum Dickenson, and Keelan Fudge put the result 

beyond doubt. Liam Griffin added a fifth goal 2 minutes into the second half, Callum 

Dickenson scored his second goal of the game, and there were further goals from Alex 

Whitehouse and Darren Orchard. Sam Davis scored the consolation goal for West Howe for 

whom Lyam Teixceira and Wes Trickett both saw red.   

In the last Division One game of the season on Wednesday 1st May, East Christchurch SSC 

secured the runners up spot in a narrow 4-3 victory against local rivals East Christchurch 

Athletic. Dan Hancock, Alex Hancox, and Jamie Trimble gave SSC a 3-1 half time lead and 

Jamie Trimble’s second goal of the game after the interval was to prove decisive. Anas 

Elferjani, Brad Penhallow, and Luke Delaney were Athletic’s marksmen.  

 

 

 



Goal difference decides Division Two title 
Sam Nash and Kayne Barnett scored two apiece when Camerons resumed their pursuit of 

DIVISION TWO leaders Rushmere with a 5-2 victory over Hordle Spurs. Casey Bondsfield was 

the other Camerons scorer while Hordle replied through Sam Robinson and Jon Spooner.         

This left Camerons needing to win their final game of the season against Victoria Park 

Rangers on Wednesday 1st May by eight clear goals or more to win the title on goal 

difference but it proved to be too much for them. Kayne Barnett struck twice with Jack 

Francis, Dan Brennan, and Ryan O’Reilly adding one each as Camerons once again emerged 

5-2 winners with Rangers replying through Rob Howard and Alex Rankin. 

Rushmere’s name will be engraved on the Division Two trophy and the M.A. Hart In-Excess 

Cup with Camerons missing out by the narrowest of margins in both competitions. 

 

AFC Burton struck through Robbie Duffy on Wednesday night (24th April) but Hordle Spurs 

just got the better of them 2-1 thanks to Reece Johnson and a late winner from substitute 

Ashley Booker. 

Liam Roberts netted for Hordle the following Wednesday but it was not enough to save 

them from a 3-1 defeat against NMO who struck through Tom Prior and a Brogan Sims brace. 

 

Jack on target again as champs shade it  
Bottom placed New Milton Borough Reserves netted through James Bates, Joe Cragg, and a 

couple of goals from Will Lemans in their midweek game against New Forest Rangers but the 

DIVISION FOUR champions shaded 5-4 courtesy of a Jack Delves hat-trick and a couple of 

own goals. 


